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10  
TIPS

for Hiring  
AV Technicians
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Find an AV Freelancer Marketplace
Get on board with the new hiring resource that’s revolutionizing the AV industry.  
An AV freelancer marketplace is the best way to hire talented AV-specific freelanc-
ers, no matter the location. With an online resource that spans the globe, you can 
sort through freelancer certifications that are clearly displayed, and work with an  
in-place feedback system to ensure you hire right the first time.

Ensure you have a work order contract with your Freelancers
Without a proper contract in place, there’s a considerable amount of risk that comes 
with hiring a freelance AV technician. Ensuring that your hire has a work order 
or contract attached to their labour can save a lot of future administrative troubles 
while eliminating misunderstandings—contracts give you a base to start work.

Leverage Referrals 
The AV industry is built largely around strong reputations and positive recommen-
dations. The personal referral of an industry professional you trust can greatly re-
duce the risk of making a bad hiring decision, while speeding up the entire process.

Create a Structured Way to Negotiate Quotes
It can be difficult to receive a clear, fair quote from freelancers if you don’t have a 
clear process in place. If communication regarding a quote or hashing out payment 
terms is bouncing back and forth between phone calls, text messages, and emails,  
it’s easy to lose track. Often, this means failing to negotiate properly, absorbing 
extra costs, and wasting time. 

Network with Freelancers in Unfamiliar Locations
You might find yourself without any available talent when you’re working in a new 
location. Anticipate this potential limitation by establishing connections with AV 
freelancers globally using online freelance marketplaces.
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Prioritize Strong Communication 
Managing the success of a project often comes down to clear communication be-
tween project managers and AV technicians. When assessing soft skills, make 
sure your potential hires possess superior communication abilities before  
moving forward. 

Establish Set Payment Terms
When work is complete, it can be difficult to receive timely invoices from freelancers 
if no set payment terms have been agreed upon at the outset. Save yourself and your 
hired AV technician the trouble by hashing things out beforehand.

Check for Certifications 
Various technical knowledge bases, professional certifications, and specialized skills 
are extremely valuable when hiring an AV technician. Ideally, a freelancer will have  
a platform to easily and efficiently showcase their assets to you.

Assess Wardrobe and Professionalism
You want your new AV hire to make a positive impression on the customer. Tech-
nicians showing up to work poorly dressed can convey the wrong image—so pay 
special attention to the attire and conduct of a potential new hire.

Relevant Experience
Before hiring an AV technician, ensure that they have successfully completed proj-
ects that have a similar scope to yours. Hiring someone with a variety of well-execut-
ed projects under their belt shows that they work with a high level of consistency.
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HIRE WITH  
AV JUNCTION

LEARN MORE

2010 Winston Park Dr Suite 200,
Oakville, ON L6H 6P5

info@avjunction.com
1-844-602-2000

With over a decade of  hands-on operational experience at a leading audio  
visual integrator, the founders of  AV Junction know a thing or two 

about implementing projects.

Our platform takes away the hassles involved with hiring freelance AV 
technicians. AV Junction connects the best AV freelancers with the most 

reputable AV companies in the world. We make it simple to find the 
right freelancer, create a customized work order contract, and 
provide an environment to easily manage your freelancers and 

approve payments. Let AV Junction be your go-to place for 
all your AV hiring or freelance needs.

https://www.avjunction.com

